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Abstract
Current learning-interest discovery methods
monotonously model every student’s study-
trajectory using a single temporal sequence which
ignores the interdependence over students and
courses. In this paper, we construct students
and courses as heterogeneous sources of nodes
in a study-trajectory graph, and propose a uni-
versal graph embedding framework (UGE) to
simultaneously capture inter-relationship among
homogenous nodes as well as the interdependence
over heterogenous nodes. All the information
including various sources of nodes, edges and
feature characteristics in given graph will be learnt
into a unified embedding space. We simulate
student-course graph with real-world author-paper
bibliographical data sets to guard the privacy of
students and schools, and to ensure the repro-
ductivity of the reported performance. Real case
studies and experiments validate the effectiveness
of UGE compared to six state-of-the-art peer
algorithms.

1 Introduction
Being a vital component of artificial intelligence (AI)-based
education, recommendation approaches provide intellectual-
ized and self-acting solutions to large-scale individualized ed-
ucation. However, current recommendation methods in ed-
ucation industry mainly consider students’ study trajectory
as attributed sequence data [Wang and Zaı̈ane, 2018; Wong,
2018] or even pure textual information [Li et al., 2011],
which significantly ignore the interdependence over students
and courses. Moreover, current recommendation systems are
only capable of recommending potentially-interested courses
to students, lacking of the function to encourage the students
to co-study with the suitable study partners, which limits the
feasibility of AI-based education system as well as students’
learning outcome. Overall, current approaches have over-
looked the nature of graph in the inner-relationships across
school students and courses, diluting the effectiveness of ed-
ucational recommendation algorithms.

Graphs, as the typical non-Euclidean data, are omnipresent
in most areas. In social media industry, users, who are

naturally profiled by their personal description and other
side information, are interlinked with others (e.g. fam-
ily members, colleagues and friends), and the social me-
dia networks can be constructed using attributed homoge-
nous graphs [Parthasarathy et al., 2011; Wang et al., 2016;
Hu et al., 2016] for recommendation and advertisement sys-
tem (node clustering [Pan et al., 2018] and node classification
[Pan et al., 2016]); in pharmacology and medicine, molecules
and chemical bonds are modeled as molecular networks to an-
alyze for new drug discovery via recognizing their biological
activities; in education industry, students, courses and teach-
ers are naturally linked based on their classmate relations and
learning trajectory. To our best knowledge, there is no work
concentrating on leveraging the graphs in the education in-
dustry to benefit students. With well-defined graphs, graph
embedding is a powerful tool to analyze networked data.

Graph embedding aims to encode topological structures
or/and node characteristics of graph into a low-dimensional
vector space, so the machine learning algorithms can be eas-
ily employed with various tasks, such as link prediction, node
clustering and node classification [Wu et al., 2019]. How-
ever, while homogeneous graph embedding being extensively
studied, majority of real-world graph-structured data are het-
erogeneous and multi-relational with different types of nodes
and edges building in one graph [Luscombe et al., 2001].
Examples are ubiquitous such as customer-product graphs in
recommendation service, user-event graphs in social media
platforms and student-course graphs in education industry.
Meanwhile, to learn an universal graph embedding in hetero-
geneous study-trajectory has faced three serious challenges:

1. Lay down an unitive encoding principle for all sources
of nodes and edges of the graph;

2. Persevere the multi-relational interdependence while
learning one single unified embedding;

3. Deploy the well-learned embedding for education-
oriented applications in a way that benefits the students
most.

In this paper, we propose UGE, an universal graph em-
bedding algorithm for heterogenous study-trajectory graphs,
which leverages mutual-enhanced neural network architec-
tures to learn an unified embedding for all types of nodes (stu-
dents and courses) with their contextual characteristics (stu-
dents’ learning trajectory and characteristics of courses) and
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Figure 1: An illustration of a heterogeneous study-trajectory graph. The graph comprises three sources of nodes (students, courses and
schools) building on two inner-linked topological structures (a course co-occurrence/dependence graph and a student social graph) based on
their inner-reactions. Courses, students and schools are natively linked in a heterogeneous graph according to their native learning-trajectory
relationship. We also consider the feature characteristics of every source of nodes (students’ personal and learning habits and tags of the
courses). UGE learns the universal graph embedding from the heterogeneous study-trajectory graph and the embedding simultaneously
represents all sources of the nodes. Giving a student to the learned graph embedding, several other students, courses that are most related to
the given student will be returned.

topological structures while preserving the interdependence
over all sources of the nodes. Using the well-learned univer-
sal embedding, it is easy to cluster heterogeneous nodes (stu-
dents and courses) with inner common ground into a same
group, so not only can the students discover the interested
courses, they can also find the potential learning partners with
much common in learning trajectory and habits.

Our main contributions are listed as follows:

1. To our best knowledge, we are the first to reveal that
students’ study trajectories are essentially a heteroge-
nous information graph, rather than traditional sequen-
tial data;

2. We proposal an universal graph embedding algorithm
which embeds all sources of node, edges and interde-
pendence into one unified euclidean space;

3. The simulated experiments with three real-world biblio-
graphical datasets demonstrate the superiority and effec-
tiveness of the proposed UGE compared to the other six
peer algorithms.

2 Problem Definition
A study-trajectory heterogeneous graph is defined as G =
{Vk, Ek,Dk,S},where Vk = {vki}i=1,··· ,n comprise a set of
nodes in the kth source of topological structure (i.e., V1 rep-
resents the nodes in the student graph, while V2 represents
the nodes in the course graph) and ek(i,j) = [vki, vkj ] ∈ Ek
encodes a edge between a node pair. dki ∈ Dki is a textual
document (including a node’s feature characteristics) associ-
ated with the kth source of node vki . The potential annotation
of nodes are indicated by S = L ∪ U , where L and U con-
tains labeled and unlabeled nodes respectively. Topological

structures and their feature characteristics in the graph are in-
terrelated through a unique index generated based on their
native inner-relationship.

Given a heterogenous graph G = {Vk, Ek,Dk,S}, the
objective of graph embedding is to learn a compact vector
vvki

∈ r (r ≪ n) for each node vki in kth source of topolog-
ical structure. In this way, the nodes sharing similar connec-
tions, feature characteristics and interdependence, stay closer
in the Euclidean space. We assume that the graph is partially
annotated, however UGE is still available when the annota-
tion S = ∅. Fig.1 demonstrates the heterogeneous study-
trajectory graph and the proposed UGE discussed in this pa-
per. Every type of topological structure, with the nodes Vk

and edges Ek, is extracted from the study-trajectory graph
for generating random walks {vk1, vk2, vk5, · · · , vkn}. All
sources of feature characteristics associated with each node
are fused in a one-line textual document {dki ∈ Dki} for the
node.

3 Universal Graph Embedding Framework
UGE generally a two-step architecture which firstly generates
random node walks [Perozzi et al., 2014] from each source of
topological structure, and then all sources of the node walks
with each node’s feature characteristics are jointly trained in a
mutual-updated neural network model [Kiros et al., 2015; Le
and Mikolov, 2014; Mikolov et al., 2013] to learn a compact
unified embedding.

As the number of topological structures varies from graph
to graph and some private issues involved in the school
student data, we leverage a heterogenous bibliographical
graph with two kinds of nodes (papers/courses and au-
thors/students) as an demo to simulate the study-trajectory



graph of school students and their courses to elaborate how
UGE works. The sources of nodes (k = 1 and k = 2) indicate
the courses and students in the experiments.

3.1 Paper Interdependence Modeling
Papers here simulate courses in the heterogenous study-
trajectory graph. Random walk corpus S is generated over
each source of topological structure in the heterogenous
graph. a skip-gram model [Kiros et al., 2015] is train on gen-
erated walk paths (v11 → v12 → v15 → · · · → v1n ) to obtain
a distributed vectorized representation for each paper. The
objective of paper interdependence modeling is to maximize
the likelihood of surrounding papers (courses) with a given
paper (course) v1i for the walk corpus s ∈ S:

L1 =
N

i=1


s∈S

logP(v1(i−b)
: v1(i+b)

| v1i)

=
N

i=1


s∈S


−b≤j≤b,j ∕=0

logP(v1(i+j)
| v1i).

(1)
where N is the nodes count in ith topological structure.
Given a paper v1i , the probability of capturing the neighbor-
ing nodes v1i−b

: v1i+b
is computed using a soft-max formula:

P1(v1(i+j)
| vi) =

exp(v⊤v1i
v̂v1(i+j)

)
N

v=1 exp(v
⊤
v1i

v̂1v )
(2)

where v̂v1
is the vectorized representation of node v1 in

the 1st source of topological structure (paper/course) in the
graph.

3.2 Author Interdependence Modeling
Authors here simulate students in the heterogenous study-
trajectory graph. The operation to embed the different
sources of nodes is similar. Mathematically, given a author
(student) v2i , to exploit the surrounding authors (students)
v2i−b

: v2i+b
given a author is written with soft-max by:

P2(v2(i+j)
| vi) =

exp(v⊤v2i
v̂v2(i+j)

)
N

v=1 exp(v
⊤
v2i

v̂2v )
(3)

where v̂2v is the vectorized representation of node v2 in the
2ed source of topological structure (the author/student) in the
graph.

3.3 Paper-Content Correlations Modeling
The correlation here simulates the associations between each
node and their feature characteristics in the heterogenous
study-trajectory graph. We assemble one node’s feature char-
acteristics in one line to represent itself [Le and Mikolov,
2014] and mine the surronding contextual features in a par-
ticular window-size:

L2 =
T

t=1
logP(wt−b : wt+b | wt) (4)

where b is the window-size and wt−b : wt+b is a sequence of
features which wt is the median. Given wt, the conditional

probability of sequence wt−b : wt+b is computed as follows:

P(wt−b : wt+b | wt) =


−b≤j≤b,j ∕=0
P(wt+j | wt)

(5)
which based on the assumption that given the word wt, the
contextual sequence is independent, and the conditional prob-
ability of wt+j can be computed as follows:

P(wt+j | wt) =
exp(v⊤wt

v̂wt+j )W
w=1 exp(v

⊤
wt
v̂w)

(6)

where vw and v̂w are the input and output word vectors of
the given word w. Similarly, to capture consecutive words
wt−b : wt+b by giving a node vki can be computed as follows:

P(wj | vt) =
exp(v⊤vki

v̂wj
)

W
w=1 exp(v

⊤
vki

v̂w)
(7)

where W is word count in the entire graph and v̂wj
is the

representation of the word wj .

3.4 Annotation Correspondence Modeling
The potential label information is helpful to further the effec-
tiveness of the universal embedding for the semi-supervised
tasks like node classification. We leverage part of the label
information of documents with its corresponding textual fea-
tures to simultaneously embed the label and features as fol-
lows:

L3 =
L

t=1
logP(wi−b : wi+b | li)

+
N

i=1
logP(wi−b : wi+b | vi)

(8)

where L is a set of labels and li annotates the vi. Similarly,
to capture a sequence of words with a given label li can be
computed as follows:

P(wj | li) =
exp(v⊤si v̂wj )W

w=1 exp(v
⊤
vli

v̂w)
(9)

3.5 Framework Assembly
k different node-interdependence models learned from k
sources of topological structures respectively, the node-
features correlation model and label-features correspondence
module are integrated and mutually influenced through the
unique association indexes. The framework models the com-
plete heterogenous graph, defined as G = {Vk, Ek,Dk,S},
with all sources of topological structures, feature character-
istics and annotations, to jointly update and learn an unified
embedding as follows:

L = (1− α)
N

i=1
logP(wi−b : wi+b | vi)

+ (1− α)
L

t=1
logP(wi−b : wi+b | si)

+ α
K

k=1

N

i=1


s∈S


−b≤j≤b,j ∕=0

logP(vk(i+j) | vki).
(10)

where α balances the weight over components. The detailed
algorithm procedure shows in Algorithm 1.



4 Experiments
Due to current school students’ private issues, we validate
the effectiveness of UGE on three real-world bibliographical
datasets which share very similar construction and charac-
ter with heterogeneous study-trajectory graph. We conducted
semi-supervised node classification which being widely ap-
plied for recommendation system in real applications and un-
supervised graph visualization to fundamentally demonstrate
the rationality and effectiveness of UGE.

4.1 Data Sets
Three bibliographical data sets are used in the experiments
and each data set is comprised of two types of nodes and
edges (paper and author), label information and relevant fea-
ture characteristics. Statistical details are shown in Table 1.

4.2 Baselines
For a comprehensive comparison, UGE compared with three
categories of graph embedding algorithms:

Topology Exploration Algorithms
LINE: is designed for large-scale graph data, which consid-
ers both both local and global topological structure.
DeepWalk: extracts random walks from a graph as sentences
for language modeling like method to generate graph embed-
ding

Content Modeling Algorithms
Doc2Vec: proposes paragraph vector which is an unsuper-
vised algorithm learns feature embeddings from variable
length of text.

Algorithms consider both Topology and Content
TriDNR: is a deep neural network architecture which reveals
that label information could further the quality of the learned
embedding
DeepWalk + Doc2Vec: simply fuses the embeddings learned
from Doc2Vec and DeepWalk into one representation
TADW: reveals that DeepWalk is essentially a matrix factor-
ization method and proposes a text-associated DeepWalk to
learn embedding by leveraging both topological and textual
information.

4.3 Node Classification
We conducted node classification on three data sets by vary-
ing the training rate from 10% to 50% and the rest of nodes
are used for testing. As shown in Table 2, 3 and Fig 3, the
algorithms which only consider single source of information
such as DeepWalk and LINE only have sub-optimal perfor-
mance compared to these leveraging both topological struc-
ture and features characteristics such as TADW. UGE outper-
formed all the baselines in all the experiments. For example,
UGE increased the accuracy from 4% (compared to TriDNR)
to 131% (compared to LINE) on DBLP data set.

4.4 Graph Visualization
The unsupervised graph visualization of embeddings from
UGE and other baselines indicates that UGE can effectively
locate the nodes sharing similar interdependence and feature
characteristics closer in the Euclidean space. From the Fig.
2 we can see that in the visualized graph embedding from
DeepWalk, Doc2Vec, TriDNR and Doc2Vec + DeepWalk, the
colors are mixed with each other to a varying extent. The
nodes of a same cluster from UGE embedding stay close to
each other in a certain range, and the boundaries between dif-
ferent clusters are clear.

4.5 Case Study
Since UGE embeds all sources of nodes into a unified la-
tent space, given a node from any source, the most related
nodes from all sources can be recommended by calculating
Euclidean distance over the node representations.

We evaluated UGE of case study from three perspectives:
1) given a random author, get the most relevant other authors
and papers; 2) given a random paper, get the most relevant
papers and authors; 3) given more than one nodes, get other
most relevant heterogenous nodes.

First, we input the representation of a paper into the UGE
embedding and the most related papers others versions of the
given paper with slightly-revised title as well as the papers by
the same authors with more than 96% similarity. In term of
the most related authors, except the authors of the given pa-
per, the returns also include the authors who are well-known
in the same domain. To input the representation of an au-
thor into the embeddings, the most related other authors are
normally the frequent co-authors (with more than 96% sim-
ilarity) and the authored and co-authored papers will be re-
turned with highest relevance. Except for the citation and
co-authorship, authors and papers in very close direction will
also be returned with high relevance (around 89%). When



Table 1: Data Sets

Figure 2: Comparison of graph embedding visualization results on CiteSeerX-Avs. Visualized embedding comes from Deepwalk + Doc2Vec,
Doc2Vec, Deepwalk, Tridnr and UGE (from left to right).

Figure 3: Node classification results on M10 of UGE and six baselines (10% - 50% training rate).

Table 2: Macro F1 DBLP.

Table 3: Micro F1 DBLP.



Table 4: Case Study

we input two papers (from different domains) at once into the
embedding, the most relevant papers, except the other visions
of the given two, papers which study the cross-domain over
the given two domains are returned with high relevance (more
than 81%).

We also compared the homogenous results from UGE with
the baselines. The results are list in Table 4. It is obvious that
UGE returned the highly relevant papers while the top ranked
returns from DeepWalk and Doc2Vec are not very relevant to
the given one.

5 Conclusion and Future Work
We propose UGE, a universal graph embedding framework
for heterogenous study-trajectory graph. UGE embeds var-
ious sources of nodes into one unified compact latent space
while preserving the interdependence over different sources
of nodes and their feature characteristics. Since all sources of
nodes are encoded into one embedding under a universal prin-
ciple, it is easy to obtain all sources of the most related nodes
to one give node. The node classification, graph visualiza-
tion and case study have shown the effectiveness of UGE not
only in classic machine learning tasks, but also in real-world
applications.

We consider to pre-process the school students’ data to
construct the real-world heterogenous study-trajectory graph
to validate UGE, and try to apply it to the real-world scenar-
ios.
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